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Welcome Aboard Newcomer's Evening 
The Officer Students' Spouses' Club 
(OSSC) extends a special invitation to all 
new Naval Postgraduate School students 
and their spouses to attend the Welcome 
Aboard - Newcomer's Evening. This unique 
evening is scheduled for Thursday, Febru-
ary 20, 1992, at 7:30 p.m. in King Hall 
Auditorium. 
The feature presentation will be 
'CRAMALOT" -a musical comedy per-
formed by fellow students and spouses 
giving an entertaining look into family and 
student life at NPS. Mrs. Deryl Hess, the 
choir director at the NPS Protestant Chapel 
will again direct the musical presentation. 
Additionally. there will be speakers, re-
freshments, door prizes, and displays by 
N PS and community organizations offering 
information on activities, services, and 
volunteer opportunities in the area. 
If you need any further information, 
contact Monica Maurasse at 384-0117. 




Carnival Monterey '9Z. A lavish 
costume ball with a floor show and 
dancing, sponsored by the Carmel aassic 
Arts Festival. Call 373-3250. 
Monterey Hot Air Affair. Balloon 
pilots compete for top honors with 
games and entertainment Laguna Seca 
Raceway. Call 755-4899. 
Monterey Mardi Gras. A costume 
ball, buffet and raffle to benefit the 
Suicide Prevention Crisis Center. Call 
394-6896. 
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QASSMATE 1 
Editor's Note 
by Monica Maurasse 
Love is in the air. .. Traditionally the 
month of February is associated with love, 
romance, valentines, and red-the color of 
love. We all wait with antidpation for the 
day we celebrate our love, February 14, or 
as it is called in modern day history, 
Valentine's Day. 
For most of us, Valentine's Day is full of 
loving and caring gestures, and often ac-
companied with tokens or gifts of love. 
This day may also bring back memories of 
our first love, first kiss, or that first, very 
special, valenti ne card or gift The color red 
has turned into the commemorative color 
of love and seems to be the color in vogue 
on Valentine's Day. But what is this love 
filled day really all abour? 
I was sitting in the beauty salon recently 
and was listening to the other women there 
talk about what they wanted or expected 
from their spouses and what they would 
actually receive. It was almost like an adult 
Christmas wish list, Has the expectation of 
receiving overpowered what the day was 
intended to be? The legend ofSl Valentine 
evolves around a man martyred for his 
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nonconformist beliefs, and not the tradition 
of giving of cards or gifts. 
Be that as it may, if I had to choose away 
to celebrate the occasion it would probably 
be much the way it already is. Everyone 
enjoys receiving tokens of affection and 
endeari ng words of love. But, believe it or 
not, these things don't have to cost a 
monetary fortune. Often the cost of love is 
simply letting down that internal barrier of 
vulnerability and giving freely of ourselves. 
. . A big price to pay for a lifetime of Love. 
Wee Care 
A Christian Pre-School 












By Patrice Mull 
I hate cliches, but my how time flies! It's 
already February-the last month of this 
Executive Board's term. A new group of 
ladies, with some familiar faces, will begin 
the new six-month term in March. 
I'd like to thank the other members of 
the Executive Board for all the time and 
energy they have put forth during the last 
five months to help make the OSSC run 
smoothly: Katherine Muhlbach, Lorraine 
Johnston, Sharon Kitchener, Mary Lewia, 
and Susie Thompson. And a special thank 
you to our advisors-Mrs. West, Mrs. Toft, 
and Mrs. Jensen-for their guidance and 
advice as we needed it, 
Many other OSSC members also spent a 
lot of time producing the many events the 
club offers each year. For the volunteer 
hours they gave, I'd like to recognize them 
and express appreciation for their efforts: 
Katherine Muhlbach as Bargain Fair Chair 
and Navy Birthday Ball Chair; Pamela Collins 
as Bake Sale Chair; Seshu R~an and Monica 
Maurasse as Classmate editors; Monica 
Maurasse as Newcomer Evening/Cramalot 
Chair; Genie Lemler and cathy Stark as 
Giving Wagon Co-Chairs; Susan Miller as 
Adobe Tours Chair; Lorraine Johnston as 
Christmas Craft Bazaar Chair; Terry McKeon 
as Halloween Parade Chair; Debbie 
O'Loughlin as Wine-Tasting Parl¥ Chair; 
Stephanie Nault as Masquerade Ball Chair; 
and Kelle Stanley and Rhonda Kress as 
Santa Visits Co-Chairs. 
Behind the scenes are many people who 
handle ongoing committees, and several of 
them deserve recognition for their work: 
Sharon Kitchener for welcoming new 
members and updating theOSSCdirectory; 
Lorraine Johnston for reorganizing and 
updating the properl¥ inventory; Laurie 
Laszakovits for editing the Pink Flyer; 
Michelle Mikatarian for keeping track of 
the classes and activities; Katherine 
Muhlbach for handling the distribution of 
flyers; Mary Peretta for window displays; 
Mary Hayes for selling Talbott Ties; Mary 
Cissel for selling cookbooks and aprons; 
Paula Richstein for disseminating informa-
tion on medical services at Fort Ord and 
Primus; Debbie O'Loughlin for working as 
Officers' Club liaison; Debbie Richardson 
for disseminating information on recre-
ational activities; and the many curriculum 
representatives who produce newsletters 
and plan events for their curricula. 
With the turnover of new officers in 
March, perhaps you may consider volun-
OSSC MEMBERSHIP 
reering some time for an upcoming event, 
Whilechairing an event usually means more 
time spent organizing and planning, com-
mittees still need members to contribute 
ideas, talent, and any amount of time you 
can give. 
In the above paragraphs and in the OSSC 
roster, you will see some names several 
times as committee chairs. These ladies 
offered their time and energy to make an 
eventhappenwhen nooneelsevolunreered. 
The OSSC is a large group, and I'm sure 
there is much taient and expertise that the 
committees can use. I challenge you to give 
a little during this nextsix months, either as 
a committee chair or as a contributing 
committee member. With people having 
such short stays at NPS, the OSSC is always 
looking for talented, competent members 
to make events happen. Join usl 
The OSSC is the Officers Students' Spouses' Club of the Naval Pootgraduate School for the spouses of aI students. In addnion to sponsori1g montl'ly activities 
such as luncheons, OSSC also sponsors the Art Auction, Adobe Tour, International Students' Spouses Tea and many other Hoiday events. Dues cotleded en-
tile you to member discounts as well as monthly Pilk Ryers and the OSSC Directory. To obtain membershp, fill out the form below and send n with a check 
made out to OSSC to: Sharon Knchener, 1206 SMC, Monterey, CA. Phone 626-8547. 1 year (4 quarters) = $15.00; 18 months (6 quarters) = $20.00; 1 
years or more (8 quarters +) = $25.00. This is a one time fee. The Intemational Wives' Membershp is ~ee. 
SMC. New Member Renewal Active Associate 
------------------------
LastName ___________ First _ _______________ Phone, _____ __ _ 
Spou""s Name Rank Serke ______ _ 
Curriculum ___________________ GradJation Date (montlWear) ___________ _ 
Address _ _______________ ______ _ City ______ ZipCode _____ _ 
Lenglh of Membership _ ________ Amount Enclosad$ _________ _ _ __________ _ 
Ive 100 interested in commitlBe wor1<? YES ___ NO ___ Vo~nteer1 YES _ __ NO _______________ _ 
Would 100 like \) participate in our dub administration? YES ___ NO ___ Would 100 like a COPl' of the OSSC By-taws? YES ___ NO __ _ 
Do 100 wish to have 100r Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Address and Telephone Number in the OSSC ~rectory? (members only) YES NO __ _ 
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. . .. 
Questions and Answers About the La Mesa 
Babysitting Co-Op 
Masquerade : 
. CharitY Ball" 
Question: Howdoesthe Co-Opwork? 
Answer: As a member you occasionally 
care for children of other members in 
exchange for points (instead of a monetary 
sum). Points earned by babysitting can 
then be used to "pay" another member to 
watx:h your own children. 
Question: Am I required to be avail-
able for babysitting at certain times of 
the day or week? 
Answer: No. Members go about their 
business as usual. accepting only those sits 
from the Co-Op secretary that complement 
their own family's schedule. The Co-Op 
bylaws define how many sits in a row a 
member may decline. but this guideline 
only assures a smooth functioning system. 
It rarely burdens the busiest member. 
Question: How often do I babysit for 
other children? 
Answer: Members who often use the 
Co-Op'sservices find themselves babysitting 
often. Occasional participants tend not to 
babysitas frequently. The Co-Op is designed 
to accommodate a wide range of needs 
among its members. 
Question: If my children develop a 
special rapport with a particular Sitter, 
can I make special arrangements with 
that person? 
Answer: Of course. Members can pre-
arrange sits with any other Co-Op member 
as often as they wish, or members can call 
the Co-Op secretary to have a sitter arranged 
for them. 
Question: I would like tojoln Co-Op, 
but Ijust moved In and have mountains 
of boxes to unpack (or just had a baby, 
or have houseguests for a while ••. J. Do 
I have to babysit for another member 
before I can request a sitter? 
Answer: No. New members start out 
with 10 points. (That's 2 and 1/2 hours of 
freetime!) In addition, membersareallowed 
togo in debt (within limits). So itis possible 
to make arrangements for a babysitter this 
week (to unpack all those boxes!) and make 
a remittance at a more convenient time. 
Question: Who can join the La Mesa 
Babysitting Co-Op? 
Answer: Any parent who is living in La 
Mesa Housing or is on the waiting list to 
move into La Mesa Housing. 
Question: How do I Join? 
Answer: Call Mimi Radiceat646-0833. 
.. 
Ballroom will corne 
alive with costumes and glittering masks 
during the Masquerade Charity Ball on 
Saturday night, February 29th. This Mardi 
Gras celebration will begin with cocktails 
and music at6:30 p.m. in the Quarterdeck 
Lounge, followed by a New Orleans-style 
buffet at 7: 15 p.m. and dancing at 8:00 
p.m. in the Ballroom. Come enjoy an 
evening with friends disguised in masks and 
costumes or masks with semi-formal attire. 
Tickets for the Masquerade Charity Ball 
are $40 per couple or $20 individually. A 
portion of the ticket price is tax deductible 
and receipts will be furnished upon request. 
Ticket sales begin January 31 st on a first 
come, firstserve basis. All proceeds benefit 
local charities. Because this is a charity 
function, tickets are non-refundable. 
For further information, contact 
Stephanie Nault at 646-0829. 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
4 CLASSMATE 
General Dentistry 
A practice philosophy of conservative, 
quality, restorative and cosmetic dentistry 
CAPTAIN Linkenbach was formerly the Director of the 
J.-.--. __ \ Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 




If you are interested in teaching a dass, OSSC Activities would love to hear about it. . Please contact Michelle Mikatarian at 443-9625 
for more information on listing your dass. It's a great way to meet people and put a httle money In your pocket! If you are mterested 
in taking any of tJhe classes listed below, please call tJhe instructors for more information. 
CLASSES 
Art Classes for Children & Adults - Lisa Swshak (call carmel 
Recreation Dept. at 626-1255 for registration). 
Bowling - Diane Davidson (375-6620). 
Breastfeedlng Made Easy - Alicia Burgett (646-8919). 
Bridge· Beginners - carol Ann Kanewski (372-3852). 
Country fabric Wreath - catJhy Williams (375-7916). 
··New Class·· Elementary BabyNacatlon Sitting - Maureen 
Keenan (649-4623). MotJher of two grown children and 
Elementary credentialed teacher will babysit, vacation Sit, or 
tutor your children. For details or to make arrangements, please 
contactinstructo~ 
Guitar Lessons - carol Ann Kanewski (372-3852). 
Horseback Riding Lessons - Toni Venza (373-8192). 
Mommy and Me Aerobics - Silvi Steigerwald (649-5075). 
Mother's Morning Out - Joy Coyle (647-1133). 
Mother's Morning Out - Renee Neely (373-3762). 
My Morning Out - Lynn Ivey (649-8158). 
Plano - Frank Bruno (375-4389). 
Plano - Katie Clare Mazzeo (372-2233). 
Plano - Kazuko Mockett (624-9596). 
Prenatal Exercise Class - Cheryl Morgan (655-1018). 
T-Shirt Painting - carol Ann Kanewski (372-3852). 
Ukrainian Egg Decorating - Martha Faller (372-6320). 
VlolinMola - Mildred Kline (624-9541). 
TUTORING 
'l\Jtor - Irene Pollard (624-9137). 
'l\Jtor - Pearle Louie Toy (646-1968). 
'l\Jtor - Pat Kanewski (372-3852). 
DEL MONTE 
EXPRESS EXPERT INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
Home of the Adult 
Ave Napkin Burger 
Your Host Engineers 
Lany, CindY and Joe 
Two locations 
2329 North Fremont 
2114 Oel Monte Avenue 
Monterey, CA 93940 
408-655-1941 
408-372-9510 
Deluxe Service by Appointment Only 
H, & J, TAX SERVICE 
P.O . Box' 457 , Pacific Grove , CA 
1649-82501 
Col. H.F. (Hal) Adkins (Ret.) 
Enrolled Agent 
We know the Service Family's tax problems. 
Years of successfully assisting Classmate readers. 
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Sweet Words for Sweet Moments 
Love is the Source 
Love is 
being happy for the other person 
when they are happy 
being sad for the person when they 
are sad 
being together in good times 
and being together in bad times 
Love is the source of all strength 
Love is 
being honest with yourself at all times 
being honest with the other person 
at all times 
telling, listening, respecting the truth, 
and never pretending 
Love is the source of reality 
Love is 
an understanding that is so 
complete that you feel as if you are 
a part of the other person 
just the way they are 
and not trying to change them 
to be something else 
Love is the source of unity 
Love is 
the freedom to pursue your own 
desires while sharing your 
experiences with the other person 
the growth of one individual 
alongside of 
and together with the growth 
of another individual 
6 CI.ASSMA TE 
Love is the source of success 
Love is 
the excitement of planning things 
together 
the exdtement of doing things 
together 
Love is the source of the future 
Love is 
the fury of the storm 
the calm of the rainbow 
Love is the source of passion 
Love is 
giving and taking in a daily situation 
being patient with each other's 
needs and desires 
Love is the source of sharing 
Love is 
knowing that the other person 
will always be with you 
regardless of what happens 
missing the other person when 
they are away 
but remaining near in heart when 
they a re away 
Love is the source of security 
Love is 
the source of life 
- Author unknown 
NEXT 
So here we are, my dear, 
At the start of yet another year. 
Will I be more of what you want? 
Will I seem less than once I dicf? 
I do not know, my love, 
I do not know if 
I will be 
All the things you want 
I promise only 
I will be. 
-LoisWyse 
Be My Valentine 
If our love were new 
I suppose I might find 
A hundred ways to show 
My Valentine affection. 
But since our love is old 
I know only 
A thousand ways. 
-LoiSWyse 
Love's Philosophy 
by Percy Bysshe Shelley 
The mountains mingle with the river 
And the rivers with the Ocean, 
The winds of HeaVen mix for ever 
With a sweet emotion; 
. Nothing in the world is single; 
All things by a law divine 
In one spirit meet and mingle. 
Why not I with thine? 
See the mountains kiss high Heaven 
And the waves clasp one another; 
No sister-flower would be forgiven 
If it disdained its brother; 
And the sunlight clasps the earth 
And the moon~ms kiss the sea: 
What is all this sweet work worth 
If thou kiss not me? 
Small Business Q&A 
Home Is Where the Heart Is 
Once upon a time, in many of the towns 
in America, everyone awoke at dawn, ate 
breakfast, got in their cars, and drove to 
work at 8 a.m. Although most people 
el)joyed the security of this routine, they 
really didn't have much choice. Then, 
somewhere between the age of the flower 
child and the decade of the yuppie, new 
ideas and technology came to town, bringing 
a fresh perspective on work. Many decided 
to avoid the rush-hour routine by staying 
home to start a business or work for their 
employers using home computers and 
modems. 
There are hundreds of businesses that 
canbestartecfrom~ingfrom 
answering services to zipper repair. First, 
you must find something you enjoy, 
something peoplewill buy, and some way to 
promote what you do. You also need to set 
up regular work hours. It may not be 9 to 
5, but it is a good idea to get into the habit 
of scheduling. 
TheSmall BusinessAdministration (SBA), 
a federally sponsored program, suggests 
that prospective small-business owners ask 
themselves a few questions before begin-
ning their self-employed careers: 
• What type of business is ir? 
• Is this type of service needed? 
• What are the long-term goals? 
• What sort of organization will it be? 
Sole proprietorship? Umited partnership? 
A corporation? 
Most importantly, are you prepared? 
Do you have the finandal resources and the 
technical expertise to succeed? 
Fortunately, there are agendes that can 
share their own expertise with the would-
be small-business owner. 
The S8A offers advice over the phone 
with a menu of prerecorded small-business 
messages. The caller can access the infor-
mation with a push-button phone at 1-
800-827-5722. 
The SBA also offers small-business fi-
nandng. The type and size of the loan 
depends on the location of the business, 
type of service provided, and the number of 
employees. Generally, the owner must put 
up one third to one half the expense of the 
venture in order to get SBA backing. 
Another source of information is the 
california Small Business Advocate's Hotline. 
The hotline is not a lender but does offer 
information on topics such as location 
considerations, business permits, licenses 
and financing. The phone number is 916-
654-4357. 
The Monterey Chamber of Commerce 
sponsors a program called SCORE, the 
Service Corps of Retired Executives. They 
provide free counseling and srnall-business 
workshops by appointment on Thesdays 
and Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Appointments may be scheduled by calling 
649-1770. 
Of course, working at home isn't for 
everyone. It takes a lot of discipline and 
initiative. But for some, working from 
home is a first step toward a dream of a 
larger business. For many others, the 
opportunity to work at home is a dream in 
itself. 
If this is for you, all you have to do is 
knock to open the door to work at home 
opportunities. 
PAW PRINTS 
Olve An Older Pet the Olft of Life 
If you are considering adopting a 
pet, the SPCA of Monterey County, a 
Humane Sodety, asks that you con-
sider giving a horne to an older cat or 
dog. 
"Everybody wants cute puppies and 
kittens," says Jim Bennett, spokesman 
for the SPCA. 'They're the first to go, 
and the five-year-old mixed breed or 
pure bred is left without a horne." 
Older animals end up at a shelter, 
such as the SPCA, for endless reasons 
including relocation, allergies and 
abandonment Bennett says many of 
these animals make wonderful pets, 
because they already know what it's 
like to be part of the family. 
Ihese animals don't understand 
what has happened to them: he says. 
"All they know is they want somebody 
to love them: 
Other dogs and cats who have been 
the victims of abuse or neglect may 
take time to readjust to a loving envi-
ronment, but with patience and care, 
they also can fit well into family life. 
Once you've decided you want an 
older pet, Bennett suggests getting the 
whole family involved in the adoption. 
Go to the SPCA together and get to 
know the animals that are available. 
Every dog and cat has a unique history 
and temperament, so it's important to 
be familiar with the background of the 
animal before you decide to adopt him. 
"I f an older dog has lived with adults 
all of his life, he should probably be 
adopted by adults. It may be difficult 
for him to get used to living with young 
children, H says Bennett "On the other 
hand, animals who have lived with 
small children or other pets tend to be 
more accepting of the active family 
setting. H 
Bennett says the bottom line when 
adopting an older pet is to be sure that 
this is a lifetime commitment 
'These cats and dogs have been 
dumped at :o;dstonce already, " he says. 
Ihe last thing they need is to be 
abandoned again by a companion who 
didn't think things through: 
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Learning Can Be Fun! 
Helping with Math 
by Lee Ann Armbruster 
Memorizing math facts is a monumental task for a child and a 
monotonous job for a parent Remember those boring hours 
studying what seemed to our childhood minds as thousands of 
arithmetic drills? As an adult we forget how difficult it was to 
remember all those math facts that we now take for granted. Who 
has time for addition or multiplication when faced with a world of 
such splendor? As parents, our patience maygeta bitstrainedwhen 
our child fails another arithmetic quiz because of simple addition or 
subtraction. But, thinking back helps bring some understanding. 
Add a bit of fun to 2+4 or 6·4 and your child will learn quicker 
without realizing he's learning at al l! And, you'll be saving yourself 
hours of useless nagging and premature gray hairs. The answer? 
Simply combine arithmetic drills with BINGO. This game is perfect 
forgrade levels 1 stthrough6th, and can include addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and/or division facts. Here's how to get started: 
1. Using facts appropriate for your child's grade, write the 
answers to addition, subtraction, multiplication and division on four 
game cards.· These game cards should have MATH a (or some such 
name with five letters) written at the top. Each letter would then 
be the head of a column of five spaces. Use a BINGO card as your 
example. Don't forget that the third space of the middle column 
would be a free space. 
2. Write the operations to your game card answers on small 
pieces of paper, such as 2+ 1 or 4x5 or 12+6. (When making my 
game, I used 3"xS" index cards cut into thirds lengthwise and then 
into thirds across to make squares.) Make sure that each operation 
has an answer to ensure a fair game. 
3. Using the rules of BINGO, you're ready to play. Each player 
has a game card. If your child is able, maybe she can play two cards 
at once. Call out an operation. The player looks at her card, and 
if there is an answer that fits the operation, she covers it with a 
poker chip or bean. To have a good review of the facts, have your 
child repeat the operation and match it to the answer. For example, 
if you call out 3+5, the player with 8 says, "3+5=8." The player 
who covers a row up, down, or diagonally first wins . 
• Instead of writing the answers on the game cards, reverse your 
style and write the operations on the game cards and the answers 
on the caller's squares. This way you can mix the operations 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) but use the same 
answers. For example, the caller calls out 12. The players with 
2+ 1 a or 2x6 or 14-2 can all cover over 12. This adds (no pun 
intended) to the excitement 
4. MATHOcan be used for a variety of math exercises. I used this 
game to help my fifth graders learn Roman numerals. I placed 
Arabic numerals on the caller's squares and Roman numerals on the 
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game cards. I called out 10. The players covered X. 
Another use can be numerals versus number words. Number 
words, such as one, twelve, two thousand twenty-five, can be on the 
game cards. The caller's squares would have the numerals 1, 12, 
2025. 
Do you have a kindergartner at home? This game is a fun way 
to practice counting. On the player's card, draw a different amount 
of circles in each square using the numbers 0 through 10. Thecaller 
reads a numeral and the player must count the circles. For a more 
polished looking card, use stickers. 
In February a young man's or woman's fancy turns to romance, 
and often the poetic, romantic side overpowers the logical, math-
ematical side. We need to take a break from rote drills and allow the 
poet inside a chance to escape. Children enjoy writing poetry, 
especially when provided with poem starters. What grandparent, 
boyfriend, or teacher wouldn't be thrilled to receive such a personal 
Valentine's gift? Present the following starters to your child, along 
with construction paper, glitter, bows, paper doilies, or stickers. 
., 
I'm making this card 
And inside it will say .. . 
A pretty littie heart 
Colored pink and blue ... 
When I saw you 
I knew it would be fun .. . 
Cupid is sending 
An arrow right your way ... 
You are my best friend 
So I will always be ... 
Family and friends 
And playmates, too ... 
A red and white heart 
Is waiting to say ... 
Cupid has friendly arrows 
He shoots them from a bow ... 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI 
Real Estate Insider 
by C.B. Arnett 
The 'TYpes of VA Loans Available 
Most active duty service personnel and 
eligible veterans are not fully aware of the 
different types of VA financing available for 
a home purchase. 
It has been my experience in conducting 
real estate counseling, with hundreds of 
veterans, that the majority have heard of 
the VA No Down loan. In many cases, 
however, once all options are considered, 
this pnogram may not be the one that they 
finally utilize. 
First of all let's lookatthe Vtis No Down. 
This pnogram certainly conforms to the 
advice that nearly all Real Estate counselors 
giveasthe primary consideration in finandng 
real estate. That is to put in as little of your 
money as possible and to use as much of 
someone else's money as possible. In this 
case, that "someone else" is the mortgage 
lender. 
There are limitations, however, to using 
the No Down fixed payment financing. The 
maximum loan available to you is determined 
by the monthly payment for which you 
qualify. With no down payment and a 30-
year fixed payment loan, the borrower will 
pay 360 equal installments. Even at today's 
interest rates, which are aboutas low as can 
beexpected, the monthly payment for which 
you qualify under these terms may not buy 
the home you want or may not represent 
the best investment potential. 
An alternative available in many parts of 
the country today is a Buydown Loan. 
Although the interest rate is fixed for 30 
years, monthly payments for the first three 
years are subsidized by the seller so that 
effectively a first year interest rate of 3% 
below market rate is achieved. For the 
second year this becomes 2%; for the third 
1 %. Beginning with the fourth year, the 
true payment begins and continues 
throughout the remaining 27 years. 
Since the cost of a Buydown is in excess 
of 4% of the loan amount, it is most 
frequently associated with new homes. The 
reasons for this are: 1) Builders have more 
flexibility to raise prices to accommodate 
the added cost; 2) Builders have less flex-
ibility to d anything other than sell houses 
(I.e., live in them or rent them); 3) Builders 
are somewhat more attuned to current 
competitive market conditions. 
The third type of loan available is a 
Graduated Payment mortgage. A down 
payment of 2.5% on new homes and cur-
rently 6% on resale homes is required. 
Payments begin artificially low and increase 
at7.5% each year until the sixth year. After 
that the payment is fixed for the remainder 
of the 30 years. 
There are two drawbacks to the GPM. 
One is negative amortization for the first 
fouryears--the loan balancegoes up instead 
of down. The other is an interest rate .25% 
higher for GPM loans. 
Both of these reduced payment pro-
grams, Buydown and GPM, were designed 
to allow a veteran to purchase a home today 
that he or she will not be able to afford for 
5 years. Bear in mind that if they wait for 
five years to buy, the home may still be 
unaffordable at that time. Toclay, they have 
available the current market price and in-
terest rate combined with a payment that 
increases along with expected increases in 
income. 
The selection of a finandng pnogram 
should be made after careful consideration 
of many factors. 
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A Man's Point of Vj 
I have a secret love. My wife knows it, 
and so do some of my neighbors. They 
tease me about it But as always, love will 
prevail. 
She's a female. (You have to say that 
these days.) She's also a dog. Back from 
twowann, fun-filled months in Guant"anamo 
Bay, Cuba, my wife surprised me with a five 
pound bouncing baby miniature poodle. 
"Look, Honey, isn't she just cute as can 
be?" 
The thought had not occurred to me at 
the time. Uke all young, overly stressed 
men still teething on machismo, I wasn't 
abcut to admit to that idea. I was, in fact, 
horrified. What if the wardroom found 
Emily AUonl. .... ...... ..... .... 3n.o300 
'4 yeatS . xperienc8 
J C Barbe . .. .. .. .. .... ........ 646·8345 
CUSIOm perms, MWWIS, ci$s 
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F~ SIll specW m-Fils I2\l 
out; worse, what if my division found out (I 
had Hull Technicians working for me-
Anny types, please read "tanks with per-
sonalities"I). My career was over, finished, 
wrecked before it even started. I mean if 
she wanted a dog you get a labrador, a 
Shepherd, a pit bull even, but nota POODLE 
(the reader is advised to say this as you 
would say "mold" if it was discovered 
growing on your toothbrushl) . Images of 
driving through town with a poodle in the 
back seat flashed through my head. 
I determined to set out on a course of 
action to put as much distance between the 
"thing" and myself. In public, I explained to 
friends the many things for which a poodle 
Gretchen Graves .. .••• .... ...•• 373·5338 
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was practical. Dusting, mopping, and 
buffing the car were my top picks for 
poodle utilities. In private, I tried glaring, 
growling, and yelling to keep the dog away 
from me (I had toguardagainstunexpected 
guests finding me in compromising displays 
of affection for the horrid little creature). 
The dog saw through all this, or ignored 
itattheleast, andsetouttotrain meas best 
as possible. First, she began to wear me 
down physically. Each morning at0500 she 
leaped upon my chestand stayed there until 
Igotuptotakeherout Hernextmovewas 
to be, well .. . , to be cute, is the best way to 
describe it She wouldjuststand there with 
those big puppy-dog eyes. Big eyes always 
get to me. My wife has big eyes (I'll thank 
you not to say puppy-dog eyes either) . Our 
dog then set out to prove to me that she 
was just as tough and manly as any other 
dog by fighting my outstretched hand at 
any opportune time. Gradually she wore 
me down, and I came to find that I really did 
like this little dog. 
The big test came when I took her out 
for a walk one day. Timidly at first, I made 
my way around the block, carefully steering 
dear of any potential heckling neighbors. 
Just when I thought I was home-free a 
neighbor's wife and her children came into 
sight "Look children," she said, "look at 
the little rat that ~me out of the sewer." I 
looked around until I realized she was 
talking about MY dog I And then I did what 
'I saw the fat ladies on TV do while walking 
their poodles . .. with a loud "Harumph" I 
turned upmynoseandwalkedon. Thedog, 
that is MY dog, gracefully turned up her 
nose and followed suit 
So, next time you see la Mesa's proud 
parents out walking their children, look for 
me. I'll be the guy who looks likethe ladies 
on TV, nose high in the air, the murmur of 
"Harumph" distinctively audible. By the 
way, the dog's name is "Peaches." 
• 
HOME IS WHERE THE. IS 
For two months, myfam-
ily lived in the tiniest, ugliest, 
two-bedroom house in 
Sherman, Texas. My father, 
an Air Force pilot, was sta-
tioned there TOY and it was 
the only rental house avail-
able that would accept a 
couple with four children 
under six. My mother often 
said that if her parents had 
only seen the place where 
she was living, they would 
have come to pick her up. 
Since the house was "fur-
nished" in Early American 
Dump, my mother only had 
to pack dishes and sheets, towels and toys. 
She found room in the station wagon for 
her old black typewriter, too. 
She didn't need the typewriter for pro-
fessional reasons. Although it was only 
used to type letters, the typewriter was a 
tangible reminder of home. Every time she 
looked at it across that dark, shabby living 
room, my mother thoug ht of the afternoon 
she and her sister had taken turns carrying 
it the five miles home. It was a piece of 
Cincinnati that she kept with her no matter 
where we lived. 
My mother never would have believed 
that she was "decorating" when she packed 
that t;ypewriter. But I think the editor of 
House Beautiful would agree with me when 
I say that it is those beloved items that 
decorate a house and give it an identity. 
When I talk about "decorating," I'm not 
implying that we should all rush out to J.C. 
Penney and instantiy buy a three-piece 
living room suite, matching end tables and 
an elaborate window treatment What I'm 
talking about is slowly collecting furnish-
ings in a st;yle that reflects your evolving 
personal taste. This includes choosing a 
basic theme, planning for the purchase of 
large ticket items like furniture, and allow-
ing room in your budget for the cost of 
moving. 
Some military families don't give very 
much thought to decorating quarters where 
by Jacey Skillman 
they will only live for a oouple of years. 
They putcurtains upat the windows, throw 
a carpet on the floor, unpack the boxes, and 
there you go: Home. 
They sigh at pictures of prett;y rooms in 
magazines and confine their dreams of 
decorating to the realm of Someday. 
Someday they' II live in a house longer than 
two years. Someday they'll have the money 
to buy really nice furniture. Someday 
they'll retire and own an real home. But 
Someday, those people will look back on 
twenty years of neutral-colored yesterdays. 
We military families don't have to em-
brace this philosophy. We don't have to 
wait until retirement to havea dream house. 
We can have any number of dream houses 
in each of the places we are stationed over 
the years. It is oneof the hidden benefits of 
military life. 
One of the first stumbling blocks for 
military people when itcomes to decorating 
a nevv place is the expense. I'll ooncede that 
point Frequent moves are very expensive. 
Even with a dislocation allowance, we never 
do seem to make up for the whole cost of 
each move. Until Congress agrees to 
homesteading, however, we will just have 
to accept that cost as part of the job 
description. 
On average, La Mesa residents have 
spent five hundred to a thousand dollars for 
carpeting, window treatments and other 
furnishings when they moved 
in. That is a big chunk of 
money. However, if you do 
have an eye toward econo-
mizing, buying used carpet-
ing at the Bargain Fair or 
through advertisements is a 
good idea, particularly with 
wall-to-wall carpeting. 
Jennifer and Chris Pietras 
managed to save money by 
using the curtains from their 
house in Virginia. Because 
they had ordered from a 
catalogue three years ago, 
they were able to ensure that 
they could get matching cur-
tains for any sized window now and years 
from now. 
Many people have said that they won't 
buy "good" furniture until they stop mov-
ing. They cite examples of people whose 
goods were lost when a barge sank or were 
burned in a warehouse fire. On a smaller 
scale they point to careless movers and the 
additional risk of just packing goods incor-
rectly. 
Nancy and Chris Stream, who moved to 
La Mesa in December, disagree with this 
train of thought In ten years of manriage 
and seven moves, they have managed to fill 
their house with some lovely antiques, fam-
ily quilts, two sons and a baby grand piano. 
You would never guess that they once had 
a moving van roll over, ruining many pieces 
of furniture. 
Even though the reimbursement check 
didn't cover the entire cost of replacement, 
itdidn'tdeter them from buying new pieces 
that were equally good or better_ "After 
all," says Nancy, "as much as we like our 
things, it is only furniture." Sacrificing the 
pleasure of decorating your home to suit 
your taste because your belongings may 
some day be jamaged is foolish. 
In our cautiousness, military families 
often opt for neutral oolors that would fit 
into any room. At first this makes perfect 
sense, until you think that the greater 
portion of homes you live in will be either 
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624-9469 
Lincoln at 7th 
Carmel 
rental properties or military housing. Moot 
landlords paint walls off-white and put 
down neutral colored carpel Add that to 
your neutral furniture and it will be like 
living in a bowl full of oatmeal. (It isn't the 
right thing to do or the right way to do ill 
Could anything be more depressing? 
The transient military lifestyle gives us 
an opportunity thatdvilians don't have. We 
can afford to indulge in decorating fads or 
vibrant colors because we will never have 
time to tire of them. Be bold. As my 
husband likes to point out, a jade green 
couch costs the same as a beige one. 
These days decorating doesn'teven take 
a special talenl In addition to many pnoducts 
and fabrics specifically designed to help the 
untalented among us decorate, there are 
many magazines out there right now that 
specialize in showing pl'Qiects that anyone 
could do. 
Michelle Eckhart, an Air Force wife, 
keeps a notebook of all the simpleclerorating 
ideas that she sees. Many times the projects 
she chooses are centerpieces. At Thanks-
giving, she had a bowl of red apples with 
their cores cut out and candles burning in 
them. Itadded a whole new element to the 
room. She plans to force bulbs for the 
spring. All these littie things add up to a 
warmer, more enjoyable room. 
When you look around your rooms and 
you are tired of the couch that your husband 
spilled chili on and the coffee table your 
toddler has been beating on with a hammer, 
remember that it isn't matching Lane fur-
niture or Waterford crystal or Wedgewood 
china that makes a house look decorated. It 
is those littie bits of your history scattered 
around your house. Itisyourgrandmother's 
wedding picture on thewall and the ceramics 
you bought when you were stationed in 
Italy and your great aunt's tea service pol-
ished and set out to enjoy. Bring those 
'things out of your closets for display. For 
your family, those elements will add up to 
a sense of self tihat no amount of moves or 
cities or countries can take away from you. 
Home is where your heart is. If military 
families go from base to base every two or 
three years never spending the time or 
money it takes to decorate base housing, 
we have cheated ourselves out of one of the 
fundamental pleasures of Iife---aJming 
honne. And to a military family, that feeling 
is priceless. 
Set out on a safari of sorts if you will. 
Experience a new culture. Learn a few 
words of a foreign tongue. Sink you teeth 
into an international festival of foods. You 
can do it all right here at NPGS by joining 
the International Committee. 
The International Committeejoins host 
American students with international stu-
dents to help them ease into the good old 
USA's apple pie and hot dog way of life. By 
doing this, all those involved end up learning 
about other cultures. It is a great way to 
learn about the world, the Committee's size 
of 400 members is proof of that 
Yes, you can definitely say that life with 
the International Committee is never a dull 
moment American Co-Chairman, carole 
Kanewske, says the Committee Board 
members have organized a calendar full of 
activities for adults and children. Here is a 
by Ivy Kilby 
small peek at what's in store for the adults 
in 1992. A Valentine's Party will warm 
hearts in February. The month of April will 
bring back an old Committee favorite called 
International Day slated for Saturday, April 
25. International Day gives members the 
opportunity to let others have a sample 
taste of their national dishes (only $1 .00 
for three tickets). Just follow your nose to 
the Academic Quad on campus for a savory 
dish. Committee members will swing into 
May with a square dance. String your 
rackets because June is the time for the 
tennis tournament Mellow out in July at 
the beach party. August is the time to 
tighten your grip for the golf tournament 
The Halloween party will certainly spook 
you in October. That'sjust a small look at 
some of the activities for the Committee. 
While the husbands are studying, their 
wives band together at a "Wives Come 
Together" once a month in Herrmann Hall's 
Tower Room. Wives rotate a different 
country monthly with food (of course), 
films and other types of information to 
share on their motherland. 
When graduation rolls around the 
Committee sponsors an International Din-
ner Dance in the ballroom where the in-
ternational students and wives are honored 
with gifts and awards. 
Another activity you won't want to miss 
are the Cultural Cooking Oasses in La Mesa. 
These are held every two to three months. 
So if you are interested in becoming part 
of this unique and diverse group stop by the 
International Committee's office on the 
basement level of Herrmann Hall near the 
La Novia Room or give carole Kanewske a 
call at 372-3852. 
You Paid How Much? Cheap Air Tickets! 
Have you ever wondered about those 
tiny advertisements in the Sunday Travel 
section that proclaim seemingly impossible 
prices? If you have been wary of calling 
these travel discount agencies, you may be 
making a mistake. These travel discount 
agencies, also called consolidators, offer 
highly discounted tickets on just about all 
scheduled airlines. For example, recently 
when major U.S. airlines were quoting 
fares of $1,700 for round trip tickets to 
Australia, you could have purchased the 
same tickets from a consolidator in the 
range of $850 to $1,100. 
You will not hear about the consolidators 
from your airline agent or even from a local 
travel agent But, consolidators are legiti-
mate businesses. The contract between the 
consolidator and the airlines dictates that 
the consolidator cannotadvertise the names 
of the airlines. Only when you call will you 
find out which airlines are represented. 
Some consolidators deal exclusively in in-
ternational fares or even in a particular 
by Seshu Rajan 
country or part of the world, while others 
offer domestic and international fares. 
However, if you plan to purchase your 
tickets from a consolidator, be aware that 
you still need to shop around. Fares can 
vary even among consolidators. Fares will 
also vary according to the season and your 
destination. For example, those tickets to 
Australia will be cheaper in April aQd May 
than they will be in December and January 
which are the peak travel months to that 
area. Sometimes, consolidators will not be 
able to book a seat on a particular airline 
until thirty days before departure. There-
fore, if you like to have your tickets well in 
advance, a consolidator may not be the way 
to go. 
Also, keep in mind that you will not 
accrue frequent flyer mileage if you buy 
your tickets through a consolidator. Per-
sonally, I have found that the "real money" 
savings available in discounted tickets far 
outweighs any point system bonuses. 
Whether or not you use a consolidator, 
ALWAYS ask about the restrictions on an 
airline ticket before you purchase it And, 
ask about penalties for cancellation and/or 
changes in the ticket after it has been 
issued. Also, make certain that you are 
dealing directiy with the consolidator and 
not with a middle person. Legitimate con-
solidators should be able to give you specific 
details (dates, airlines, restrictions, etc.) 
about the ticket you are about to purchase. 
If your travel dates are flexible, you will 
find that buying your tickets (particularly 
for international travel) through a consoli-
dator is a viable and less expensive option. 
The next best option for cheap air tickets 
is to ask about a military or government 
employee discount Most airlines, hotels, 
and car rental agendes offer substantial 
discounts to military personnel and often to 
military families. The Scheduled Airlines 
TIcket Office isa good place to inquireabout 
discounted tickets for most forms of travel. 
Bon Voyage! 
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Working Out NPS Style 
If you're new to Monterey, by now 
you've probably created some recognizable 
order from the pile of boxes cluttering 
every inch of floor space and if you're 
"local: you've just finished rescuing your 
home from post-holiday chaos. Either way, 
you now have time to discover the facilities 
the school has to offer. One of the best 
deals on campus is the gym, located on 
North Street. next to the day care center. 
It may not look like much from the 
outside, but please don't judge it from your 
first step through the main doors. Once 
inside you'll noticean immediate difference. 
The gym is open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., 
Monday through Friday and 10 a.m to 6 
p.m. on weekends and holidays. The facility 
offers three racquetball courts, one squash 
court. stationary bicycles, a treadmill ma-
. ".;.' 
by Rebecca White 
chine, step machines, Nautilus equipment. 
free-weights and a basketbalVvolleyball 
court. In addition, there are men and 
women's locker rooms with showers as 
well as a coed sauna. Music or sports are 
piped in over a speaker system and a tele-
vision allows you to catch up on the news or 
soap operas while you work out 
There is even free Nautilus instruction 
offered by Joe Campano tailored to your 
fitness needs. Membershipsare $12 for six 
months or $24 for one year for dependents 
and are free to active duty personnel. Each 
member is allowed one guest per day at 
$1 .00 per viSit 
Sue Robinson, one the first people you 
will meet. is largely responsible for the 
positive atmosphere. Sue, the gymnasium 
attendant. is on a first-name basis with 
GOING TO TOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Now there is a new comfortable and safe way 
to prevent tooth decay, , , Sealants! 
Often Dr, Kroll uses a technique that seaIs 
your teeth and prevents tooth decay, for both adults 
and children. 
, tt In fact children are some of 
, our favorite patients. 
Call Dr, Kroll 
for infonnation at 
394-1408 FREMONT 
WE Wll.L GLADLY ASSIST 
YOU WITH YOUR FAMll..Y'S 
DENTAL HEALTH PLAN 
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anyone who's been in the gym more than 
twice. The pace is non-stop. Sue answers 
the phone, handles incoming and departing 
traffic, keeps up with the never-ending 
wash of towels and hands out all rental 
equipment All of this is done with a smile 
and a IiWe conversation. You'll notice 
people coming over on their way out just to 
chat a IiWe and maybe catch up on the 
season's activity leagues. 
The gym manager, Milton Fletcher, adds 
tothesurroundings. He takes a real interest 
in equipment upkeep and renewal as well as 
league games. When talking with him you 
understand how everyone who works with 
him does so with pleasure. 
The first order of business is to sign in 
with Sue and check out any equipment you 
may need for your workout Racquets for 
racquetball, squash and tennis as well as 
balls and eye-protection are available at no 
extra charge. Towels are also available, but 
guests are asked to leave a $5 refundable 
deposit Now you need only to decide 
where to start 
Different leagues are offered through-
out the school year. Basketball is in full 
swing now; the soccer league is due to start 
in April with a February sign-up date. In 
addition, pick-up basketball runs Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 11 a.m. to 1 
p.m., Post team volleyball runs daily from 
3 p.m. to 4:45 p.m., and ladies volleyball 
league (open without closeout dates) is 
offered Sundays from 1 to 4 p.m. 
Adjacent to the gym and with a separate 
fee basis is the dance studio. Qasses are 
'offered in aerobics, karate and Tae Kwondo. 
A schedule of class times is available in the 
main gymnasium. Aerobics, beginning to 
advanoed, is $2.00 per class or $20 per 
month with unlimited use, martial arts is 
$15 per month and children's classes vary, 
Since the facility is well-equiped and has 
long operating hours, the only thing to do 
now is don those unused tennies and try it 
for yourself. Oh, and don't forget to say 
hello to Sue and to shootsome hoops on the 
mini-basketball game before you leave, 
Coastal Cuisine 
by Monica Maurasse Mardi Gras 
BAMBOO PAVILION 
265 Reservation Rd., Marina 
(408) 883-2265 
If fine Chinese Hunan and Szechuan 
cuisine are among your favorite types of 
food to eat, then the Bamboo Pavilion 
restaurant is a must Located in Marina 
Square on Reservation Road in Marina, 
Bamboo Pavilion is open daily from 11 :30 
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Bamboo Pavilion offers an inexpensive 
lunch menu available until 2:30 p.m. En-
tree portions are modest and include soup, 
fried rice, fried wanton, tea and fortune 
cookie. 
Dinner selections include family dinners 
that range from $8.75 to $9.95 per per-
son, Chefs Creations priced from $12.50 
to $17.50 and an array of chicken, seafood, 
beef and vegetable dishes priced from $5.50 
and up. Dinner entrees are spiced to your 
taste ranging from varying degrees of mild, 
moderate or hot On our first visit, my 
r----------, 
I JOB I 
I I 
: OPPORTUNITY: I 
I Public-oriented, organized of-
I fice manager/customer service 
I rep to help run successful in-
I surance agent's office in 
I downtown Monterey. Lan-
guage and writing skills a must. 
Five to seven hours daily, sal-
ary DOE. 
Very pleasant working con-
ditions. 
649-0999 
L __________ .J 
husband, who likes his food hot and spicy, 
asked for his Szechuan chicken to be pre-
pared "very spicy" thinking it would be the 
usual "not so spicy" American style. But he 
was pleasantly surprised when he tasted his 
meal and needed a beer to soothe his 
mouth. The menu also includes dishes that 
are not overly spicey as well as chow mein, 
chop suey, egg foo young, noodle soups and 
Chinese desserts such as deep-fried ba-
nanas and apples. 
Bamboo Pavilion issmall and quaint, and 
service is fastand friendly. Thedining room 
has an inviting Chinese decor with wall fans, 
Chinese lanterns, live plants and black lac-
quer. So, if you're looking for a new 
Chinese restaurant to take the family toand 
don't mind a short drive to the city of 
Marina, try the Bamboo Pavilion. You 
won't be disappointed. 
$1.00 
The Navy Preschool-Annex 
will be sponsoring a bakesale on 
Monday, March 2, 1992, from 
10:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall. A 
wide variety of delicious 
delectables will be there to tempt 
you, so please stop by and treat 
yourself and help support the 
Preschool! Gall Emily at 646-




Authentic Italian Reclpel 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZAAELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABlES in any combination of your choice. 
lIlY AIt'I COMIiNAnON YOU WANT 
•• • AII , ........ HAND TOSSID _ MedII ......... 
FRESH PASTA. ITALIAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 




Open Frl$)<, Saturday & SuncNy 11 :30 •. m. 
Open Monct.y tJvu Thundr( 4 p.m. 





Put A Little CC@ll@IT in Your Life 
Remember that winter back east that 
you thought would never end? When you 
checked the garden each time you passed, 
hoping to spot a bitof green? Sure the kids 
had tromped through it too hard; thinking 
maybe you shouldjust loosen up the soil a 
bit But then, finally, there it wasl The tip 
of the firstpurple~reen bud. Barelyvisible, 
but there was hope after all. 
For us, wintering in Monterey this year, 
there's no need to wait! A variety of 
flowering plants thrive here year round. 
And, hey, who among us could not say that 
a bloom or two wouldn't liven up their front 
porch? I will forego tales of woe and seed 
packets, and Iikewisestoriesof$6.99 'Color 
Bowls" in order to move on quickly to 
advice passed down from my grandmother, 
to my mother and on to me: "Don't buy 
orchidswithyourOreos, or geraniums with 
your garage shelves. Get yourself to a good 
local nursery!" Well, those weren't their 
exact words, but that brings me to what I 
really wanted to tell you about; two great 
plant nurseries I've found in carmel Valley. 
Orchid Gardens is a working greenhouse 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
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nestled in the hillsof carmel Valley. Orchids 
come in an amazing variety of shapes and 
sizes, including sprays of tiny blooms 
reminiscent of starfish, and elegant single 
blossoms on long stems. The colors range 
from pristine white to parrot green to 
almost any color imaginable. 
Orchid collecting is an up and coming 
indoor hobby that takes loving care, but 
very little space. The Phalaenopsis orchid's 
requirements are very similar to those of 
the African violet. which many of us already 
have experience with. 
The people atOrchid Gardens will let you 
browse through their stock of over 10,000 
orchid plants, hundreds in bloom atany one 
time, whi Ie they attend to their work. They 
will be happy to answer your questions and 
help you select your plant 
Take Highway 1, go east 8.4 miles on 
carmel Valley Road, turn left onto 
Miramonte Road, go.8 miles to Los Robles 
Drive, and Orchid Gardens is on your right 
Hours are lUes. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m., and 
Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. ltis closed Sundays, 
Mondays and holidays. 
.. ~\~L J. TU~b . '\)~- D.D.S . ~'Ii 
Q~ ~l'LE 
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
Also in carmel Valley, six miles east of 
Highway 1, is Begonia Gardens, a nursery 
I am most impressed with for its "user 
friendly" attitude. Their selection for foun-
dation plantings, container gardens, flower 
beds, and hanging baskets is extensive. As 
each new variety catches your eye, all healthy 
and well-maintained, you will find a placard 
listing not only the plant's common name, 
but also what you can expect from it 
throughout the year, and its basic growing 
requirements. Most of the outdoor stock is 
comprised of native varieties, and drought 
tolerant species, and they're already acdi-
matized to the local conditions. The nurs-
ery personnel are happy to assist you in 
your selection, or by answering your 
questions, but they'll let you wander until 
you're ready for their help. Begonia Gar-
dens is open every day from 8:30 a.m. to 5 
p.m., except holidays. 
So, choose a pretty day, and drive out to 
carmel Valley. Bring home a new hobby or 
something colorful to liven up a comer of 
your yard (or your corner of the yard, 
whichever the case may be), and enjoyl 
I 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Use Your New Delta 
Dental Benefit Plan 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
- VISA, MC, Amer. Ex. 
Payment Plans Available 
910 Major Sherman Lane, Suite 205 • Monterey 
IBehlnd Jack In tho Boxl 
Hammer and Thread 
by Cheryl Winnenberg 
The time has come again when all 
thoughts turn to love, and what better way 
to show your love than with a handmade 
Valentinel There are many simple ways to 
show your someone special how much you 
care. The following are just a few quick 
ideas to get you started. 
Making homemade Valentine cards is a 
fun way to spend a gray February after-
noon with the kids. Start with red, pink, or 
white construction paper or poster paper. 
then trace and cut out Valentine shapes 
such as hearts and cupids. Decorate the 
cutouts with glitter, paints, sequins, bits of 
lace, and ribbons. Once finished, add a 
message and voila, you have a great Valen-
tine. 
If you have something a little larger and 
more personal in mind. try sponge painting 
orstenciling a sweatshirtorT-shirt Sponge 
painting is easy and lots of fun. Simply cut 
an ordinary household sponge or piece of 
foam into the shape of your choice, then dip 
one side into some fabric paint and gently 
press onto the shirt If you are using acrylic 
craft paints, be sure to add one part fabric 
medium to two parts paint Stenciling is 
also easy to do. Stenols can be purchased 
atcraftstores or made at home with waxed 
paper. Place the stencil on the fabric and 
carefully dab the paint on with a stenciling 
brush. 
I hope these simple ideas will get your 
creativejuices flowing and that your Valen-
tine enjoys the end results. Until next 
month . . . happy crafting!' 
- -.,.:.:;a ...... _ 
Classmate Mini Shoppers 
MINI-SHOPPERS 
$ZO/mo. 
is Back ! 
Call: Sherri Dodsworth at 646-8034 
by the 5th of t he month prior to the 
month of publication. 
Anno\lne. your Ipeel.l 
ddlv.ry .... lth IIY unIque 1 foot 
119n . C.ll t, I"e.erve tO~"1!! 
6$ 5-225l 
Let Us Develop Your Film 
·4 x 6 prints 
• 3'/2 x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 
WASHINGTON D.C. BOUND? 
SHOULD YOU: 
• Buy or Rent? • Get VA, FHA, or Conventional Loan? 
After his worldwide military career and authoring articles 
on these very subjects, MARK REESE will help you find 
the answers. SEE HIM FIRST! 
Call COLLECT 703-569-9883 and ask for MARK REESE, or mail coupon below to : 
~\~ CORYELL & TUCKER REALTY INC. \(1. 5803 Rolling Rd. , Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22152 ATTN: Mark Reese NAME ________________ PHONE ______ __ ADDRESS __________________________ ___ CITY ____________ STATE ZIP ____ _ 
ARRIVAL DATE _______________________ _ 
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RELOCATING? 
Washington, DC - Virginia - Maryland 











Fill Out Insert Card 
located in this issue for Free 
Home Buyers 
Information Packet 
Containing details on ... 
Housing & Real Estate Market 
Financing & Qualifying 
Schools & Communities 
Transportation 




Call Our Toll Free Number 
1-800-525-8910 ext. 9235 
